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In the past I  may have talked harsh towards "Democracy", and this was for the
((("Democracy"))) of the present day. 

Today  and since  the  advent  of  the  enemy,  our  so called  "Democracy",  shakes
completely  and  hovers  between  these  two  extremes:  Jewish  Oligarchy  and/or
combined with the rule of the mindless [and brainwashed] mob. 

Aristotle ranks the rule of the mob [he calls that ((("Democracy")))], similar to today,
against the actual form, which he calls "Polity". In Aristotle, we have three optimal
and noble ways of Governing. Monarchy, Aristocracy, and Polity. These are good
forms of governing, based on the rule of an enlightened leader, an enlightened and
spiritual council, or through a decent vote given to the people through which they
can exercise sober and intelligence political will. 

A polity, in order for it to work, requires the people be educated, not be penalized
and unable to make decisions, not have fear of voting, have freedom of speech [so
they can be elected if required] and there are many other fail-safes which make
Polity a different thing than "Democracy" which in Aristotle's writings, basically is
mob rule and always comes partnered with other forms of destruction.

On  the  opposing  side  we  have  Tyranny,  Oligarchy  and  "Democracy",  which  in
Aristotle, would be better understood today by brainless mob rule. The mass in this
case is beaten, made subservient, the rights it has are removed, and the maximum
power and potency to breed inferiority, passivity, weakness, meekness and stupidity
in it, is made into a goal. 

Therefore, the "Mass" is unable to manage it's destiny, but only cause chaos to a
civilization. A time during which crafty deceivers find a way to destroy this society or
enslave  it.

The enemy has carefully manufactured this in today world. Both mob rule, oligarchy
and tyranny, all rely on mass use of fear, using brutal force to rule, robbing people
of their rights, and massive use of deception in terms of leadership, and boundless
lying. Slavery is synonymous to mob rule. 

The enemy by natural standards created a fake mob rule [what they did in Russia
was agitate  people  to  kill  their  kings and saviours],  then they  instated  a  brutal
Oligarchy, and then they put Stalin as a Messianic filthy leader on the top, who
abused people without  bounds and killed tens of  millions of  his  "own" people.  

Does it make sense for any one to kill some argue 40 millions of one's own people?
That is lunacy. But Stalin and the Jewish Cabinet of the USSR knew they were
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weak, mostly unarmed, and hated them when they saw them rise to power, so they
did their best to suppress them to maintain the nefarious system going.

When  it  comes  to  real  "Democracy",  or  how  Aristotle  called  it,  Polity,  this  is
something the enemy virulently hates, all the same way they hate every form of
decent  Gentile  leadership.  For  example,  a  polity  would  have  freedom  of
information, freedom of choice, and the people may have been poor, but not as
desolate as to have to be forced to be forced into specific parties. 

We are being lied about the past. We are not living in better "Times", that is enemy
propaganda.  The average person of  Egypt  lived  better  than middle  class  does
today.  Archaeologists  are  coming  to  these  conclusions  when  they  study  these
civilizations. I recommend the book "Egyptian History for Dummies". This I did not
find, but rather, an SS Sister communicated this to me. 

Just read it and you will see. This is also all scientific data, the book was written by
reputable scientists, so no idiot can tell you that this is just "Conspiracy Theory"
talking again. It's REALITY and FACTS that the enemy has tried to obliterate. There
was  no  Jewish  Hollywood  style  abuse  in  Egypt,  never,  so  long  it  existed.  

People were so rich and so kind that even the jews in the Bible write, that they were
so kind towards the Jews, and very friendly of foreigners, open and giving, that they
gave them copious misplaced wealth, which the Jew repaid by killing the Egyptians.
Indeed, one thinks today, Netherlands, Sweden, Finland… Europe...  Our people
have always been kind people.
 
If parties existed at all, if one was seeking to create a polity, one would have to
allow them to be voiced. Now everything relies behind controlled Jewish press and
before extreme paywalls that many movements who have validity cannot in anyway
overcome.  

The so called "Free means of  information exchange",  you saw how the enemy
brutalized and destroyed them all. The enemy allows "Freedom" for the planet so
long Gentiles kill and accuse one another, and generally destroy themselves, but
stay away from them. The moment  people start  understanding what the enemy
does, then all human rights are starting to get destroyed. We all felt this and saw
this manifest before our eyes with "Coronavirus", that there is no real "Polity" going,
but only a ruled mob that is powerless. 

In  Ancient  Greek  thought,  weapons  possession  was  not  only  a  given,  but  a
mandatory to Freedom. Polity relates to Politis, which means CITIZEN. One is a
CITIZEN and therefore one has rights, is guarded by the law, and many other ideals
which  were  all  but  gone  from Europe under  the  rules  of  inferiors  such as  the
Islamists, or the Jews, or Xians. 

The Citizen or "Politis", is also an Oplitis, which is essentially "A weapon bearer",
the O taking the place of the P. Having weapons is an Ancient Greek ideal. And why
would  a  people  have  weapons?  That  is  simple.  Because  power  abuse  on  a



helpless  and  unarmed  people,  always  ends  up  in  some  form  of  dystopia.  

In  China,  people  are  completely  disarmed,  they  can  do  nothing  about  being
surveilled, about being spied, and whatever the State decides will be their fate, they
cannot escape.  If  tomorrow the Chinese Communist  Party  decided to microchip
them by force, people would not be able to escape at all. This is the country the
enemy envisions to manifest elsewhere. 

Now, with the Pandemic craze going, the enemy revealed this blatantly. The blunt of
Jewish control is not enough. Do not be deceived that the enemy will be satisfied
on staying on the level they are now. They are NOT satisfied. They want a full,
unequivocal, jewish reptilian tyrannic order, or at least, a jewish council oligarchy,
on top of a powerless and defeated mob. 

The mob, as the jewish founding father of the European Jewnion have explained,
has to be race mixed, without cultural or racial roots, totally censored and without
knowledge or information, and generally, exist there only to be abused. Domination
from a central state that controls people powerfully and has them entirely disarmed
and  permanently  surveilled  24/7,  is  also  the  desirable  thing  for  the  enemy.  

All this is necessary because the enemy is in tremendous fear and the people will
start hating them so powerfully when they reveal their motivations, that this is the
only  way  they  stand a  chance if  at  all,  by  using  collective  brutal  enslavement.

Telling this to people even a couple of years ago one would be laughed at, but now,
the poisonous diseased viper of the Jews has shown it's poison. This is actually
however the plan that the jews have arrayed in the bible, and the so called "End of
the  World",  where  the  enemy  destroys  all  the  Gentiles  and  enslaves  them
permanently.  This  is  the  "Happy  ending"  of  "Christianity",  which  the  Jewtrix
energetic matrix is trying to manifest. Our spiritual efforts are ripping this apart.  

Any  normal  and sensible  human being  would  ask,  why  would  someone be  so
preoccupied on turning other people to ants like that? What one has to gain in
anyway  from this?  Every  normal  leader  or  person  would  want  to  be  loved  by
people, and even the firmest people,  and most brain-dead, would not enjoy the
hatred  of  their  own  people,  and  such  cases  would  be  quickly  eliminated.  

The more one goes into the plans and aims of  the enemy,  the more one finds
tremendous amount of evil. The most evil people of the world pale in comparison to
many of  the things the enemy has written in the texts of  what we stupidly and
foolishly call "Religion" today. 

What is "Religious" about aliens invading the Earth and turning all the Earth's water
supply  into  "Blood",  which  is  undrinkable?  Brimstone and meteors  dropping  on
mankind and killing endless amounts of people, such as the "Apocalypse" claims?

Things like these are things the people who foolishly call "Loving Angels" want to do
to humanity, as explained and written explicitly in the Bible. Humanity has been



duped in worshipping bottomless evil  and hatred. Charging this against our own
interest until there is nothing left on the face of the planet, but only some jews and
some slaves.

Indeed there is no answer as to why, other than that, the enemy hates us and that
they  are  alien  to  our  midst.  They  want  to  enslave  us  for  higher  and  superior
purposes that the JoS has related before, which involve deep level enslavement of
our species and handling them over as slaves to the enemy, who will come "seize"
[they wish] our planet like a field of borg, for incorporation into their own disgusting
borg.  

As one does a war and turns over people with a yoke on the neck, to their king, so
does the enemy hope to create a modern technological yoke, with which they will
deliver us to their ET overlords in due time. This was kept highly secret even to
some of their own, because even them would run fleeting if they understood what's
in it for them. 

It doesn't look as much like some sci-fi stuff now that people have seen the enemy
mask drop. Indeed, that is the horrifying Truth and only the TRUTH. We are dealing
with some hostile and extremely vile alien force in all of this. 

Look  at  how  now  the  enemy  targeted  countries  that  are  unarmed,  to  push
vaccinations, and start the conversation of micro chipping. Do you think they would
be  even  remotely  imagining  the  same  if  there  were  250  millions  of  armed
Europeans, while the enemy consists of a small, irrelevant, alien and behaviorally
reptilian minority? Nobody would be accepting this. 

In the United States, the enemy was always losing sleep over this, and the country
advanced,  despite  of  corruption  and  copious  jewish  control,  towards  a  better
direction. This was punished by the enemy who took the approach of corrosion to
take down this country, which the Jew describes as the "Whore of Babylon" or "The
United States of the Satan", and so forth, in derogatory manners. That aside of
course the Jew, like they did in Egypt, does not lose the opportunity to try to apply
his ancient agenda on the natives anyway. 

Still, in the US, because the defence by force of arms remains real, there are things
the enemy sweats to think of even implementing. In the US, micro-chipping people
under the 5G grid, will be met with blood and civil war, more than likely. Therefore
the  enemy  has  went  in  places  where  they  could  not  rush  into  damnation,  for
gradual, corrosive subversion. Slow and steady, and as the situation escalates, they
make movements of very obvious acceleration. 

The case of many modern Nations after the Renaissance and after a lot of pain,
was that many actually started creating miniature [and imperfect but still working]
versions of Polity governing system. The enemy wants this gone and replaced. We
must  not  allow  this  to  happen.  Things  the  enemy  attempts  to  remove  are
fundamental human rights and yes, these need to be defended. 



Our Gods likewise, are giving us things "For the People". The Internet is the power
of  all  the  worlds  information,  our  human inheritance,  in  the  fingertips  of  every
human being. Spiritual Knowledge has been given worldwide without exceptions,
and let people do their own growth, and life to take it's course. 

Our Gods are not afraid of us knowing, learning, or even making mistakes. We
were not always perfect as a species and we have done terrible mistakes, and
probably we will  do more in the future, hopefully nothing massively devastating.
This is a process of learning, reason of which, we keep history, so that leaders and
people can learn and not repeat the same mistakes. All the Pagan civilizations kept
history all  over the place, such as the Egyptian Hieroglyphics,  reminders of  our
past, and spiritual knowledge. 

All of this going by the enemy is because the enemy is mortified. They know they
have some real fucked up plans that nobody would readily accept, and that they
have done incomprehensible crimes against our past and our human destiny. No
Gentiles were exempt out of this. 

How much the enemy wants to destroy civilization is something one can easily see
in what happens to the past, when things like ISIS/ISIL take over territories...The
story of thousands of years, blown up to smithereens by animals in one second.
These monstrosities incarnate the thoughtform and jewish matrix of the enemy, in
human and living form. Their actions speak for their poisoned souls, and humanity
loses it's collective history.

We as Satanists are opposed to fake "democracy" that is only a deceitful title used
to justify enemy oligarchy and mob rule. True Polity is something worth fighting and
dying for, as are actual Gentile Aristocracies and Monarchies, which do their best
so that our species survives and exists to advance.

We fight for the freedom of this world and our future. Every RTR done today gives
us life in the future, every safeguarding of our present freedoms gives birth to the
possibility of a higher and better level of existence. 

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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